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MAY NEWSLETTER

RAINBOW CENTER NEWS
Our next group will be “Windows of Opportunity” on
Sunday May 11 at 2 p.m. at the Rainbow Center for
the Humanities.
St. Germain says that there are windows of
opportunity available everywhere, but we become so
involved in the world that we miss the opening. He
says they are helping to open more windows in the
hope that if we feel a draft we will step through into
new places of possibility and perhaps even
impossibility.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/2008groups.html

May is here and those who have been waiting for
warm weather are still waiting. We still are having
snow every few days. Such is springtime in the
Rockies. As we are putting the publication out we have
snow and have had snow for the last three days. This is
wet spring snow that is bringing good moisture to the
area and we are very thankful for every inch. It takes
about 12” of snow to make 1” of water. We had a foot
yesterday. Average annual rainfall (moisture level) in
Wyoming is about 12”.

Our next evening with St. Germain will be “Where
Do We Go When We Die?” This is a question that
most everyone has asked at one time or another and
St. Germain will tell us about where they are, where
we go, what happens then and that even death is
changing its form as we are moving into new levels of
consciousness. The Evening will air Wednesday May
21 at 7 p.m. EDT-4 p.m. PDT with constant showing
ever two hours all weekend long May 24 through May
26.

Lander is growing so fast. Every time we go into town
there is a new house being built. Most of the homes
are being built in the county so the census population
of Lander doesn’t register the growth just outside of
town.

To sign up for the Evening on the website
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/live-events.html

I can remember years ago hearing predictions about
tremendous winds as the earth changes draw nearer.
We had a metal roof put on our home this winter
because the winds kept blowing the roof off. Shingles
just don’t hold up as well out here in the country. We
get some mighty big winds at times, can’t get the front
door open.

Our intensive “Practical Magik: The Blending of Earth
and the Wonder Realms” will be June 6, 7-8 in
Oceanside, CA. The Evening with St. Germain June 6
is “Can You See the Sounds and Hear the Colors of
Magik?” Go to the website for more info and to
register. The deadline for the $350 weekend is May
23. The weekend with the evening is $375. The
evening alone is $45. The first 25 people to sign up for
the intensive get the evening free.

To order CD’s or DVD’s
www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com/evenings.html
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ASTROLOGY
NEW MOON
This New Moon on May 5, is the first of the Super
Moons this year. The Super Moon means that the
Moon is the closest it gets to the Earth and the
gravitational pull creates extra heavy tides and
earthquake activity. Since Taurus is associated with the
Earth there is generally more quake activity this time
of year, anyway. Usually this occurs in the time right
around Buddha’s birthday, May 8-10 the Earth activity
is more powerful each year.
Venus, ruler of Taurus, is also in Taurus for this new
Moon. This can direct our attention to earthly affairs.
The changing economy has everyone’s attention.
Venus is Goddess energy and Goddess mind, which
focuses on the soft, gentle aspects that allow us to
create what we desire without push or panic. Linear
mind focuses on fear, limit, not enough, how hard life
is, etc. As the Goddess is emerging we will feel the
draw more and more to the desire for ease and the old
fears that if things are too easy they must be suspect is
strong. As we look at where our lives are going it is
well to put the attention on what we desire our future
to be rather than what we fear it might become.
Remember we are the designers of our becoming and
our ongoing. When you are caught in webs of fear it is
difficult to imagine something better, so when you are
feeling good is the time to start laying foundations of
happiness to build on for the shifts.
Venus is involved with Pluto in Capricorn and Saturn
in Virgo, which stations to go direct May 2, to form an
earth trine. Trines always give the things we desire a
boost and move us forward with the greatest of ease,
like wind in our sails. Many people are noticing that
the winds around the planet are picking up. We have
to trim our sails or adjust our allowables to go with the
flow. These potentials include gaining more of our
desires and transforming the old ways into something
useful for the times to come.
Venus is the Goddess of Love and we have attempted
to make her the Goddess of lust, which is an entirely
different element. She has become associated with the
illusions of Hollywood rather than the truth of Divine
understanding and faithfulness. The planets keep
moving us out of the old perspectives and gently,
though, sometimes not so gently closing the doors
behind us. Pluto is opening new doors, but if we are
scared sometimes we do not recognize the way out of
tight places because our vision is distorted by fear.
Venus is holding the lamp of enlightenment high for

us so that we can move along our way clearly. This
trine of earth will help us keep grounded without
being ground down.
Jupiter in Capricorn will turn retrograde on May 9 and
remain in retrograde until September 7. This
emphasizes the requirement for sensible solutions and
feeling how our plans are affecting us by paying
attention to the solar plexus. St. Germain speaks, in
the latest Evening with St. Germain “To Your
Wealth”, about the first step of wealth being a soft
approach. When your solar plexus is tense, hard or it
feels like you are pushing you have moved away from
soft energy and you are trying too hard. (this is the old
way of doing things)
Pluto forms a susquiquadrate to the Sun and Moon at
this New Moon and makes us examine our motives so
that we can feel the outcome of our actions before we
take the step. This helps us to make wise choices,
rather than to act in haste and repent in leisure. What
is ending or has been dead in your life for a while?
Does your relationship have a “dead body” in the
living room? Are you propping up the out moded
relationship and still attempting to convince yourself
and others that it is alive and well? How long has it
been since you really felt congenial toward your job?
Is your career at a standstill? Pluto says, “You can let
go now or it will be ripped out of your grasp”. Are
your hands aching with the attempt to hold on to
things that no longer serve you? Believe it or not this is
what evolution looks and feels like. Change has been a
wonderful dream as long as it didn’t get too close.
Now change is encroaching and it will not go away.
When a teacher becomes complacent he/she fails to
interest the students. The old order is losing its ability
to keep our interest, which incidentally, was often held
by fear and threat. People are looking for something
fresh and new. Fear often keeps them looking in the
same old places, but the doors are closing and we are
being called to search for truth rather than platitudes.
It may feel frightening, but it also feels big, expansive,
open and powerful. These are all of the things we have
been looking for and hoping we could have them
without the responsibility. We now get to redefine respons-ibility in order to achieve what is actually ours
already.

FULL MOON
This Scorpio/Taurus Full Moon falls on May 19-20
and creates a Grand Cross with the Moons Nodes—
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North Node in Aquarius and South Node in Leo.
Again the focus is on what we desire to draw into our
lives and making a space for the new by releasing the
old. Are we really taking care of ourselves, our bodies,
our planet, which is a reflection of us, and our most
cherished resources or are we just talking about it?
The 29the degree of Taurus aligns with the Pleiadeas.
Much of our history refers to this star group. It is
mentioned three times in the Bible (Job 9:9 and 38:31
and Amos 5:8 several Native American creation
stories relate to the Pleiadeaians as their ancestors who
came to this world as Starseed. The 28-29th degrees of
a sign always indicate a time of finishing old lessons. It
shows where we are experiencing endings. Because
Taurus relates to money, abundance, the land and it’s
plenty and security we are being led to examine our
value systems in relationship to these areas of our life
and make appropriate changes. The changes cannot
be forced. Both Taurus and Scorpio are fixed signs
and do not move quickly or necessarily, easily, without
clarity as to why the change will benefit.
Chiron and Neptune in Aquarius and Mercury in
Gemini are just days away from turning retrograde and
this heightens their influence at this Full Moon. Both
Chiron and Neptune are square the Sun and Moon at
the full Moon. Chiron always shows us the path of our
soul’s evolution and Neptune deals with the other than
worldly aspects of our lives. Many people have turned
to drink and drugs to help them deal with the fear and
pain of all the changes that are happening at once.
Neptune shows the vistas of our spiritual becoming if
we are willing to look beyond the illusions of the old
ways. The awareness is being offered, by the Masters,
that beyond illusion is where life really happens.
Neptune is the veil that separates us from the truth
and the facades of this game. Some see the veil as
impassable, some desire to see beyond it, but believe
to do so is to die and others don’t believe that anything
other than what we are living exists. We are being
shown new and different ideas, concepts and
potentials. The planets are energetically opening the
way.
When Mercury goes retrograde it causes all kinds of
communication snafus. It will go retrograde on May
26. Travel plans, hotel accommodations, contractual
agreements and all manner of issues that are
associated with the written or spoken word can go
awry. Mercury generally stays retrograde about three
weeks, but in more recent times I have been noticing
that the three weeks when Mercury is retracing its path
back to where it went retrograde can be more
challenging than the actual time it is retrograde.

The old ways of valuing ourselves by our things are
falling apart. People are on a headlong down spiral of
buying, buying, buying and feeling worse all of the
time, because so much of what is purchased is bought
with illusions. The paper game of the planet is that the
consumer must put up real goods in order to use a
credit card or get a loan. The banks or credit
companies are all playing with paper, there is nothing
real involved. If you do not put up currency to pay the
bill then your real goods can be taken away from you.
The gamble is always can you “pay the piper”?
Scorpio is ruled by Pluto and Pluto is just beginning to
lift the edge of the rug where all of the things we didn’t
want seen have been swept. The shadows of illusion
are not really evil, so much as all of the inept attempts
of the few to gain control over the many. The spells of
fear and lies of the power hungry are Neptunian
energy and the revelations of Pluto will put the light of
truth on all of the fear-based creations on the planet.
Freedom isn’t just “doing what ever I want, whenever I
want to”. Freedom is directed by the strength and
power of love, which would never create anything
against another that would be less than the best,
because whatever is created always seeks out the
creator first. The appearances that people are “getting
away with things” are collapsing. These changes aren’t
really cruel, but things being brought to balance.
Taurus desires security and Scorpio cuts away the
unnecessary. Aquarius seeks Truth and Leo desires
love. Feet on the ground-Taurus- and connection to
spirit-Scorpio-such is the energy of this powerful Full
Moon.
I really liked this article posted by Fran Jurga
I’ve written articles over the years about horses who
survived amputation surgery. There was Boitron, the
California Thoroughbred stallion who could service
mares after amputation surgery. There were Dr. Ric
Redden’s dramatic cases of founder survivors who
galloped around his paddock on artificial feet with
'transplanted frogs'. Dr. Chris Colles had the neversay-die Appaloosa in England with the spring-loaded
foot. And who can forget that paint yearling in India ?
Or the landmine-maimed elephant amputee in
Thailand ? Longtime Hoofcare and Lameness Journal
readers will remember them all.
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“The prosthetic has given Molly a whole new life,”
Allison Barca DVM, Molly's regular vet, reports. “And
she asks for it! She will put her little limb out, and
come to you and let you know that she wants you to
put it on. Sometimes she wants you to take it off too.'
And sometimes, Molly gets away from Barca. “It can
be pretty bad when you can't catch a three-legged
horse,” she laughs.

So when I first heard that a pony had survived
amputation surgery at Louisiana State University ’s
(LSU) equine hospital, I didn’t run to the keyboard
and beg for photos. A few weeks later I did, though.
Meet Molly. She’s a gray speckled pony who was
abandoned by her owners when Katrina hit southern
Louisiana . She spent weeks on her own before finally
being rescued and taken to a farm where abandoned
animals were stockpiled. While there, she was
attacked by a pit bull terrier, and almost died. Her
gnawed right front leg became infected and her vet
went to LSU for help. But LSU was overwhelmed,
and this pony was a welfare case. You know how that
goes.
But after surgeon Rustin Moore met Molly, he
changed his mind. He saw how the pony was careful to
lie down on different sides so she didn't seem to get
sores, and how she allowed people to handle her. She
protected her injured leg. She constantly shifted her
weight, and didn’t overload her good leg. She was a
smart pony with a serious survival ethic.
Moore agreed to remove her leg below the knee and a
temporary artificial limb was built. Molly walked out of
the clinic and her story really begins there.
“This was the right horse and the right owner,' Moore
insists. “Molly happened to be a one-in-a-million
patient. She’s tough as nails, but sweet, and she was
willing to cope with pain. She made it obvious she
understood (that) she was in trouble.” The other
important factor, according to Moore , is having a truly
committed and compliant owner who is dedicated to
providing the daily care required over the lifetime of
the horse.
Molly’s story turns into a parable for life in postKatrina Louisiana . The little pony gained weight, her
mane felt a comb. A human prosthesis designer built
her a leg.

Most important of all, Molly has a job now. Kay, the
rescue farm owner, started taking Molly to shelters,
hospitals, nursing homes, rehabilitation centers.
Anywhere she thought that people needed hope.
Wherever Molly went, she showed people her pluck.
She inspired people. And she had a good time doing
it.
“It’s obvious to me that Molly had a bigger role to play
in life,” Moore said, “She survived the hurricane, she
survived a horrible injury, and now she is giving hope
to others.”
“She's not back to normal,” Barca concluded. “She's
going to be better. To me, she could be a symbol for
New Orleans itself.”
This week, Molly the Pony, a children’s book about
the pony who has already inspired thousands of
people around New Orleans , has been published.
It’s not a book about amputation or prosthetics, it’s a
book about people and ponies. But the photos you
see here are from the book.
Maybe Molly won’t make the vet textbooks, but she
might reach more people from the pages of this book
for children. If you know a child, a library, a hospital,
or maybe a therapeutic riding program that can use a
lift, here’s a book that can do that. And you can
explain how the leg and hoof work!
HOW TO ORDER: This book is an oversized,
square 'laminated' (so it wipes clean) hard cover book.
Hoofcare Publishing is proud to offer it for sale to you
at the price of $15.95 each plus $6 post. A portion of
the sales price will go toward Molly's fund. To order,
send check or money to Hoofcare Books, 19 Harbor
Loop, Gloucester MA 01930 . Telephone orders to (
USA ) 978 281 3222. Fax orders to ( USA ) 978 283
8775. Email orders to books@hoofcare.com. Visa or
Mastercard accepted; please supply account number
and expiration date. When ordering, please give
phone and/or email details.
You will LOVE this book--and Molly!
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coal, there would be no diamonds. So, consider that a
diamond is coal that remembers who it is. It is
allegorical of humanity, if you would. Coal doesn’t
judge itself for being coal but as it remembers who it
really is, the heat, the pressure, you could even say the
fear that it applies upon itself, brings out the refined
qualities. Humanity has certainly always had a great
belief that if there is not pain, suffering and difficulty,
there cannot be a higher level consciousness. So, what
humanity does to itself in the process of remembering
is very much what coal does to itself to become a
diamond. In this transformational time, everyone gets
to be a diamond but so many are now more terrified
of remembering who they truly are than they are of
staying in separation. The diamond, of the gemstones,
is probably one of the higher, more refined energies
like gold is of the metals and roses are of the flowers.
It is very representative of higher frequency, higher
level consciousness. Not better than but certainly
something to aspire to.

This is Molly's most recent prosthesis. The bottom
photo shows the ground surface that she stands on,
which has a smiley face embossed in it. Wherever
Molly goes, she leaves a smiley hoof print behind!
Posted by Fran Jurga
http://hoofcare.blogspot.com/2008/03/pony-romps-tonew-role-in-lifeon-three.html
CRYSTAL CORNER
Hello, everyone! It is a cold day in Wyoming and
sometimes I think the wind will never be still! Our
trees still don’t have leaves and the flowers are just
beginning to come up. Better late than never, I guess!

At the other end of the spectrum are the Jaspers. But,
wait a minute! Everything is changing and nothing is as
it seems. The Jasper, because it is a rather common
stone, has been dismissed to a certain extent and yet, it
was valued highly in spiritual places before everything
got so terribly separate. All the colors of Jasper are
very high frequency and high energy stones that have
been subdued and they are beginning to re-emerge
into the essence and energy that was theirs. It was
considered a very rare jewel unlike how we think of it
now. I will focus on the yellow Jasper in this column.
The yellow Jasper is one stone that would be very
assistive in helping humanity be in love with the fact
that they are human. It is a ‘within’ stone. It would be
very soothing for raw emotions, for someone who is
torn in their emotions, whose judgments have cut
them deeply, who feel as though they’re so wounded
that they’re not sure they can heal. This energy would
be like laying a poultice of soothing herbs on such a
wound but it’s an energy calling the entity to love who
and what they are and not to judge oneself.

I have often been asked about diamonds and their
uses in healing. I have never been very fond of
diamonds, preferring the beautiful colors of the
sapphire or emerald, but diamonds can teach us many
things if we will observe and listen to them. A
diamond in the rough is still very close to coal and the
coal is an element that humanity has looked upon as a
more common substance and yet, if it were not for
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Learn a complete system of healing and
transformation based on the laws of subtle energy
physics, consciousness and focused intent. Create
quick observable changes with no waiting and no
running energy.
The Malachite/Chrysocolla combination, sometimes
called Malacolla, contains the very powerful pain relief
of the Malachite but also a great deal of soothing and
healing energy for what might be called the wounded
soul. This would address dis-easement on all levels. It
would assist in repairing a much frayed nervous system
and help bring an alignment that would heal the
wounds of separation. So, it is a mending, blending,
unifying, healing stone, not nearly as sweet and gentle
as the yellow Jasper but certainly a stone that would
bring mighty healing. This carries much Goddess
energy but one might swear the Goddess was on the
warpath when she made this! It is an aggressive healer.
And so, another month passes. Enjoy your Springtime
and feel free to contact me anytime. I can be reached
at 800-757-8478 or eternalice@bresnan.net. Check out
our website (still under construction!) at www.eternalice.com.
Blessings,
Linda Thomas
Woman of Crystals
BOOK REVIEWS by Delores DeVore
This month, I would like to tell you about several
books that I have read recently.
The first is a book titled “Matrix Energetics” by
Richard Bartlett. Their website is
www.matrixenergetics.com
The Quantum Field at Your Fingertips!







Learn this system of healing and
transformation
Make instant physical, observable changes
Requires no special training
Teachable & transferable, this phenomenon
is easily learned
Supercharge any technique or system of
healing
Take your skills to a place you have never
seen before

The seminar teaches you how to join the science of
subtle energy and quantum physics to produce
physically and verifiable effects.
Experience the science and art of virtual
transformation
This is the first new technique in many years for
healing that I feel makes real changes in the person.
The workshops are affordable and from my
understanding – quite a trip!!
I have experienced this modality of healing and can
testify that the changes are swift! An interesting side
effect is that the energy gets you laughing. Check out
the website for videos too
http://www.matrixenergetics.com/Videos.aspx
The next two books are Re-Reads for me. Volume 1
and 2 of the” I AM Discourses” – by Godfry Ray King
and St. Germain Press. Volume 1 – Unveiled
Mysteries – introduces you to the Realm of the
Ascended Masters and St. Germain in particular. He
takes his student on trips via his “finer body” and visits
civilizations of 12,000-70,000 years ago. His student
describes the clothes, the culture, the buildings, and
more of the civilizations. He also describes the Work
of the Masters, and the abilities that they have – peaks
your interest that is for sure!!
Volume 2 – Magic Presence – continues the story –
describing in detail many of the abilities that the
Masters have, and in particular the Atomic Accelerator
– or the Chair that is in the mountains of WY. The
story tells of 5 people who went into the mountain and
their experience of the Chair. If you recall –
BioGenesis now has a chair of the same function – in
Bolder, CO. Today, their program is called the
Acceleration Program where you are prepared and sit
in the chair. The chair raises and expands your
consciousness and the final time (you can do it more
than once – according to the book) is to lift you and
your body into your Light Body for total ascension.
(How about that – in your lifetime?). The books have
given me more understanding and detail of the chair
and the desire to have this experience – how about
you??
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Suddenly, our briquettes are very popular and we are
getting calls daily from villages that seek training!
A quote from our Country Director, "Yes, we picked
up 45 bags of briquettes = 2,250kg from Chrauk Tiek
at this time and sold them totaling 1899kg in Takeo
Province then we had 351kg left when we got back to
Phnom Penh. At this point, we have now have 10
bags briquettes about 350kg leftover in PP office. Oh!
yes, it feels so proud to sell so many briquettes so well
in Takeo."
We celebrate Cambodian New Year this month by
reconnecting with our Friends and Supporters around
the globe.
http://www.gradygrossmanschool.org/
A NEW YEAR, INDEED!
Our program is experiencing expansive growth on
both sides of the ocean. After our family returned
from Cambodia in February, exhausted from a month
of sustainability work at the school, we considered
giving up. And then suddenly, incredible things began
to happen.....
Our ABUNDANT
FOREST LIFE SKILLS
TRAINING CENTER is
LAUNCHED!
During the month of
January Sanu Kaji Shrestra,
from Foundation for
Sustainable Technologies
Nepal, successfully trained the villagers in the
production of Biomass
Briquettes, an alternative
cooking fuel made out of
local waste materials. We
learned the incredible
challenges to building
community in Cambodia,
where fear and oppression
remain a destructive force and where well-intended,
donor-driven programs undermine community
solidarity. Village leader, Bun Vanna, heads the
production facility, sleeps at the school to protect it,
and fears for his life if he is not able to pay the
workers. We hired and trained a Phnom Penh staff to
help the villagers develop the market for their
briquettes under the brand name SMART CHOICE
FUEL and then something MIRACULOUS
happened..... the price of cooking gas in Cambodia
rose 300%!!!!

SCHOOL FUEL
The briquette program has
the potential to sustain
many schools. Villagers can
donate waste material and
then buy back cooking fuel, creating income for the
school, creating jobs in the community, and reducing
environmental destruction at the same time. But it's
not as simple as it sounds. Next we will tackle the
challenges of transportation and distribution,
developing the market, organizing a training program
and outreach to other schools and organizations.
SUSTAINABLE SCHOOLS for CAMBODIA
That's our new goal. To achieve it we have a new and
highly experienced, 25-member Board of Advisors
who will be spending the rest of 2008 growing our
organization from one that supports one school, to
one that supports many. Our mission will be to build a
replicable model that helps local communities start
income-generating businesses to
support their own school in a
sustainable way.
Library and Music Program
Our new facility is 75%
complete. The new music
teaching team consists of three teachers: music, dance,
and voice performance at $80 per month for teaching
6 days a week. The importance of the music program
is profound; it is the thread that rebuilds the fabric of
community. We also hired a full-time librarian for
$50/month, so the students have more access to the
library during recess and free time.
A Medical Facility
This has been both a need and a dream for a long
time. And now, The College of Nursing at Belmont
University in Nashville is helping us develop a
sustainable medical program, via professor Susan
Talpin, who worked for 2 years training nurses at a
Phnom Penh hospital. A student nurse team led by
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Susan will be visiting the school at the end of May to
conduct a 2-day medical clinic, a hygiene workshop,
train a health teacher, assess nutrition/malnourishment
of the students, and gather information for long-range
sustainability planning.

ADS

Book Tour in honor of Mother's Day
Sales of BONES THAT FLOAT, A Story of
Adopting Cambodia by Kari Grady Grossman remain
the bow of our fundraising ship.
Come see Kari's presentation ?How a Mother?s Love
Can Change the World? And tell
your friends!
Friday, April 18: PHILADELPHIA:
Khmer Art Gallery, 319 N. 11th ST,
6:00-8:00 PM
Monday, April 21: COLORADO
SPRINGS: Poor Richard?s Bookstore,
6:00-8:00PM
Sunday, May 4: DENVER: First
Universalist Church, 4101 E. Hampden
Ave, 9:30?11:00AM
Saturday, May 10: FORT COLLINS: Greyrock Commons,
2265 Shooting Star Lane, 4:00-8:00 PM (childcare
provided)
Saturday, May 17: SAN FRANCISCO: Holdenreid Home
w/Cambodia Tomorrow, 50 Cerritos Ave, 6:00-8:00PM
Sunday, May 18: DENVER: Colorado Ambassadors for
Peace, St. Francis Event Center, 1030 St. Francis Way,
6:30-8:30 PM
Wednesday, May 21: BOULDER: Huffaker Home, 801
Columbia Place, 6:00-8:00 PM
Wednesday, June 18: VANCOUVER ISLAND, BC:
Courtenay Recreation Centre, 411 Anderton Avenue, 7:0010:00PM

For complete information and driving directions see
our calendar.
Would you like The Mother's Love Book Tour to
come to your town? Schedule an event for fall 2008
Gratefully Yours,
The Grossman Family and
The Students and Teachers of the Grady Grossman
School, Chrauk Tiek village, Cambodia
-Kari Grady Grossman
Author of Bones That Float, A Story of Adopting
Cambodia
http://www.BonesThatFloat.com
Executive Director of Friends of the Grady Grossman
School, Cambodia
http://www.GradyGrossmanSchool.org

WORLD OF WELLNESS
Center for alternative health services
we support both humans and animals
185 N. 4th St. Lander, WY 82520
CARINA:
Certified Swedish massage-therapist, stress-release,
certified Swedish rehabilitation-therapist, TCM reikimaster/teacher, reiki-karuna master, certified Swedish
canine/equine massage-rehabilitation therapist.
307 349-0941 cell
307 486-2361 answering machine
Mary-Jo: canine/equine rehabilitation, aid wellness
support on all levels,
bridging connection owneranimal for greatness
wellbeing.
Canine-massage classes
Obedience classes
Reiki classes
Call for more info and appointments
M-Jo Schmidt 307-332-9502, 1-785-317-5792
Rainbow Center: 307-335-8140
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Annalaiya is an iridologist, flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a
background in chiropractic medicine. She can
assist in physical, emotional and spiritual healing
through the music table, color box, nutritional
counseling and many other offerings.
Call 307 332-7861 for appointments and
information,
Shaylinn Kaiser dba
Subtle Impressions offers Craniosacral Therapy
blended with Reiki, Kinergetics and Energetic
Rewiring. She is located at the Rainbow Center
for the Humanities, 177 N. 4th, Lander. For
appointments or information, please call 307 3324471 or
307 349-9837. Gift certificates are available.
Kimberly Rae Hansen
Do check out her website!
www.kimberlyraehansen.com

Delores DeVore owns Sound-Works, healing
with voice and tuning forks. www.sound-works.biz
She also has Colored Bottles. These beautiful
colored bottles are imported from England and
serve a multitude of purposes. There are bottles
of all sizes and colors designed to suit your every
requirement, from essences to cosmetics to
healing potions and creams. Delores has bottles
for almost everyone. www.coloredbottles.com .
Delores is an excellent website designer who has
an extensive background in web design. She is
very conscientious and works quickly. She is
excellent at problem solving web site situations.
www.ddswebdesign.com
or call Delores DeVore 678 634-1249
“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
vog@wbaccess.net or 307-335-8113

Dream Pillows by Linda Emter

intuitlinda@msn.com
Christmas is past, but there are birthdays and
other occasions to give someone special sweet
dreams. Microwave for 35 seconds and place on
sore neck, shoulders, knee, head. Also, place
under bed pillow for Dream Recall.
Aromatherapy Dream Pillows
$18.00@+S&H
Digital Artistry
Kim does computer generated fractal art. We
have one of Kim’s pictures and it is most amazing.

The Wellness Connection, 201 Main St. in
Lander, offers many interesting and therapeutic
modalities. Delphinia Bey does massage, hot rock
therapy and deep tissue work. Delphinia also teaches
Reiki classes.Call 307 332-6262 for appointments.
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